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13PCE ASSORTED ABRASIVE MESH SHEET PENTAGON H&L 48805405

BY MILWAUKEE

The H&L Net Sandpaper for M12 FUEL™ Orbital Detail Sander

are designed with POWERGRID™ Tear Resistant Mesh for

maximum durability, delivering up to 12x longer life vs.

standard sandpaper. Milwaukee Mesh Net Sandpaper use an

open weave design to minimize clogging and reduce material

build-up for a smooth and flawless finish. The durable nylon

backing increases protection against sharp edges, tight

corners, and tough material removal applications while

utilizing sharp aluminum oxide grain for faster finishing. The

reusable mesh sanding sheets are easy to clean for longer

life; simply shake, vacuum, blow or rinse to clear away

debris. The high-quality hook and loop provides a secure

connection and fast grit swaps. Sanding sheets are available

in 80 grit - 400 grit for use in wood, metal, and plastics.

Features:

Reusable and easily cleaned for longer life: Shake, vacuum,

blow or rinse away debris and reuse for extended life

POWERGRID™ Tear Resistant Mesh For Maximum Durability:

Durable nylon backing protects against sharp edges, tight

corners & tough removal

Up to 12x Life vs. Standard Sandpaper: Open weave design

minimizes clogging for up to 12x longer life and a smooth,

flawless finish

Exclusively compatible with Milwaukee M12 FUEL™ Orbital

Detail Sander

Sharp aluminum oxide grain for rapid material removal

Includes free pad saver for reduced wear on sander pad

Ideal for wood, metal and plastics

SKU Option Part # Price

8730665 48805405 $22.7

Model

Type Pad

SKU 8730665

Part Number 48805405

Barcode 045242645398

Brand Milwaukee

Size 13Pce

Technical - Main

Colour Name White

Warranty

Warranty 3 Months

Packaging + Shipping

Shipping Weight (Gross) 0.4 kg

23 Exhibition Drive, Malaga Western Australia

Monday - Friday 7am-5pm + Sat 8am-4pm

Sales Centre for Sales, Advice + Orders

T +61 8 9209 7400

hello@beyondtools.com
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